Fixes make search display

when doing /usr/dports/Makefile's 'make search'
the result is incorrectly displayed:
B-deps is empty
R-deps is empty
WWW is empty

current:
--------
Port: py27-wxPython30-3.0.2.0_7
Path: /usr/dports/x11-toolkits/py-wxPython30
Info: GUI toolkit for the Python programming language
Maint: python@FreeBSD.org
B-deps:
R-deps:
WWW:
corrections are done in Mk/bsd.port.subdir.mk, function changed starts at line 380:
fixed a typo and corrected the offsets

result:
--------
Port: py27-wxPython30-3.0.2.0_7
Path: /usr/dports/x11-toolkits/py-wxPython30
Info: GUI toolkit for the Python programming language
Maint: python@FreeBSD.org
WWW: http://www.wxpython.org

which is the desired info-display